Maintenance of cell integrity in the gas1 mutant of Saccharomyces cerevisiae requires the Chs3p-targeting and activation pathway and involves an unusual Chs3p localization.
Chitin synthase III is essential for the increase in chitin level and for cell integrity in cells lacking Gas1p, a beta(1,3)-glucanosyltransferase. In order to discover whether the upregulation of chitin synthesis proceeds through the canonical transport and activation pathway of Chs3p or through an alternative one, here we studied the effects of the inactivation of the GAS1 and CHS4-5-6-7 genes. All the double-null mutants showed a temperature-sensitive cell lysis phenotype that could be suppressed by the presence of an osmotic stabilizer. In liquid YEPD at 30 degrees C, chs4 delta gas1 delta, chs5 delta gas1 delta, chs6 deltagas1 delta and chs7 delta gas1 delta mutants were unable to grow, whereas they grew very slowly in minimal medium and showed low viability. High osmolarity suppressed the defective phenotype and restored growth. In chs4 gas1, chs5 gas1 and chs7 gas1, chitin levels did not increase and were reduced to only 10%, while in chs6 gas1 the value of gas1 was reduced to 20-40%. To investigate at which level the upregulation of chitin synthesis could occur, mRNA levels were monitored. The expression of CHS4-5-6-7 did not change significantly in gas1 delta. In strains expressing HA-tagged forms, the localization of Chs3p and Chs5p was examined. In the gas1 mutant the fluorescence pattern was affected and the proteins appeared abnormally present in the bud. The results indicate that: (a) the function of the CHS4-7 genes is required for chitin hyperaccumulation in gas1 mutant and for cell integrity; (b) homologous genes do not replace their function; (c) the regulation of CHS4-7 genes does not occur at transcriptional level. Control of the position of chitin synthesis could be important in protecting the bud from lysis.